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 "WordPerfect for Windows" is a currently popular software package for PCs 
("Personal Computers") that allows us to perform WORD PROCESSING in a 
"windows environment" on our computers. 
 
  If you are not familiar with terms like "personal computer", "word 
processing", "Windows", and "windows environment", then it is STRONGLY 
SUGGESTED that you look these terms up in an easy to understand computer 
dictionary BEFORE reading on.  A recommended computer dictionary is the 
Microsoft Press Computer Dictionary, which we keep here at the office. 
 
 It is also strongly recommended that a good English Language dictionary, as 
well as some specialized dictionaries, be kept handy to look up terms such as "form 
letter", "personalized letter", and "mailing list". 
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 On page 321 of the "WordPerfect 5.2 for Windows Reference" manual, the 
following sentence appears under the "Merge" Section: 
 

"In word processing, merging refers to the process of combining 
information from at least two sources to produce an entirely new 
document.  The WordPerfect Merge feature is sometimes referred 
to as mail-merge because it can be used to mass-produce 
personalized form letters and mailing labels.  However, you can 
also use Merge to create documents such as contracts, 
boilerplates, phone lists, and memos." 

 
 It is suggested that you look-up the term "boilerplate", as it applies specifically 
to computer usage, using a computer dictionary such as the one recommended above. 
 
 
 IMPORTANT NOTES 
 
 
1. There are other definitions of the term "merging", both in general English and 

as applied to computers, which are different than the above. 
 
 
2. The above definition of "merging" applies specifically to WordPerfect. 
 
 
3. In our company we predominantly use WordPerfect, so when we say 

"merging" or "merge", we are referring to the WordPerfect definition above. 
 
 
4. We may even EXTEND the use of the words "merging" and "merge" to apply 

to any type of work that is similar to the above definition, even if WordPerfect 
is not involved. 

 
 
 Please keep the above in mind when reading this issue, and when reading any 
other material at our company that has to do with "MERGING" or "MERGES". 
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 Basic Merge Definitions, Concepts and Procedures 
 
 As stated in the above definition, merging involves combining TWO sources of 
information.  As applied to the work load of OUR COMPANY, these two sources of 
word processing information would be: 
 
 
  ! A "TEMPLATE" for the FINAL PRODUCT to be produced, such as a 

form letter, envelope, mailing label, or contract. 
 
 
  ! A data LIST that would include names, addresses, phone numbers, fax 

numbers, contract specifications, adjustments to text on letters, or other 
SPECIFIC INFORMATION for EACH "ENTRY" in the list. 

 
 
 In addition, there are certain "characteristics" that apply to these two sources of 
information when used for work at this company: 
 
 
  ! There should be ONE "TEMPLATE" corresponding to EACH TYPE of 

desired FINAL PRODUCT.  Therefore, to produce a SET of 
PERSONALIZED FORM LETTERS that all have COMMON 
formatting and text, there must be ONE "TEMPLATE" which gives the 
formatting and "common" portion of the LETTER. 

 
 
  ! Similarly, within any inputted LIST of "SPECIFIC INFORMATION" 

(names, addresses, personalized text, etc.) there should be ONE ENTRY 
corresponding to EACH "PERSONALIZED COPY" that will be 
generated for the final product. 

 
 
  ! At the same time, ONE LIST can be used to generate MULTIPLE 

TYPES of final product, as long as there is ONE "TEMPLATE" for 
EACH TYPE of PRODUCT. 
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 For example, a Mailing LIST contains 500 entries, where each entry is one 
person or company.  When this list is "MERGED" with the "TEMPLATE" for ONE 
TYPE of LETTER, the result is a SET of 500 LETTERS.  ALL of the 500 letters 
have the "common" formatting and text from the "template".  What makes each letter 
different from the other letters in the set, is the "specific information" gotten from 
EACH ENTRY on the 500-entry Mailing LIST. 
 
 Continuing this idea, one could then set up an additional template for a mailing 
label or #10 envelope that would contain the common formatting and text (such as the 
"return address"), plus slots left open to fill-in each mailing address.  As a result, the 
SAME Mailing List used in the above example could then be used to generate sets of 
MAILING LABELS or #10 ENVELOPES that were ADDRESSED to correspond to 
the 500 letters produced earlier. 
 
 Because this type of product is very useful to MAILING applications, the term 
"Mail Merge" or "Merge Mailing" comes up, where one uses the "merge" process to 
generate common text and format letters, with "matching" envelopes or labels, then 
MAILS the resulting pieces. 
 
 However, not all "merge" applications are for mailings.  This same idea can be 
applied to ANY example where a "COMMON PATTERN" is possible, by creating a 
template with "slots" added in order to "insert" SPECIFIC DATA. 
 
 One could, for example, add "individual contract terms" to EACH ENTRY in 
the mailing list used above for letters.  This could then be "merged" with a "template" 
for a CONTRACT, resulting in 500 "tailor made" contracts.  In addition to the usual 
"common" terms of the contract, EACH generated copy would contain "individual 
contract terms" for that person, as well as their name and address. 
 
 One KEY FACTOR to keep in mind when deciding if a particular problem is 
solvable with a MERGE, is HOW MUCH "COMMON" INFORMATION is 
contained in the final product that is wanted.  Obviously, if 99% percent of a 
document is INDIVIDUAL data, then what's the point of merging? 



 Examples of Merges 
 
 Figure 1A below shows an example of a "TEMPLATE" for a ONE-PAGE 
"FORM LETTER".  Notice the "slots" that have to be filled-in similar to the way a 
"form" is filled in, which is where the term "form letter" comes from. 

 Alderman & Sons, Architects 
 1809 Astor Court, Suite 500 
 Barton Township, New York  10186 
 (718) 555-6210 
 
 
 May 18, 1999
            (person)                   
            (position)                   
            (company)                   
            (address line 1)                   
            (address line 2)                   
            (address line 3)                   
 
 
      (greeting)       
 
 We are taking this opportunity to contact your    (type)    in order to bring to your attention the newly 
released State of New York Building Code Statute Number 89A-772.  As you may well be aware, this code 
requires that ALL buildings within this state be equipped with "non-combustion type" equipment for 
providing heat, hot water and the like, and that this "changeover" MUST be completed no later than 
December 31, 2001. 
 
 In order to comply with this new statute, a building owner, manager, or superintendent is faced with 
not only having to remove the current equipment in use on their properties, but to research out, price, 
purchase and install adequate "replacements" that will comply with the new regulations. 
 
 Our firm SPECIALIZES in this type of conversion and installation, and would be happy to provide 
you with a complete Project Estimate, which would include: 
 
  !The various types of PRACTICAL heating replacements available, 
  !A complete ANALYSIS of your properties for heating requirements, 
  !An additional workout covering how to integrate heating with electrical, 
  !A detailed "battle plan", indicating the most cost effective SOLUTION. 
 
 We were one of the industry's FIRST innovators in the field of Alternate Solution Heating, and 
remain today one of its leaders.  In you are interested in making use of our experience and expertise to
meet the new building statutes, we may be contacted by calling the special toll-free number we have set up
expressly for "Statute 89A" Compliances, which is 1-800-230-9000. 
 
 I will looking forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
        Sincerely, 
 
 
 
        Jonas Alderman, President 
 Figure 1A 
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 Figure 1B below shows a possible LIST of SPECIFIC INFORMATION that 
would be used to generate a SET of "PERSONALIZED" FORM LETTERS.  Each 
"ENTRY" represents the information for "ONE ADDRESSEE".  Notice that for 
EACH ADDRESSEE, much of the information is labeled the SAME as the "slots" 
that appear in the 'TEMPLATE".  This is the specific information that would be 
"filled-in" on the template from each entry in order to generate the final personalized 
letters.  Also note that each entry has OTHER information that does NOT appear on 
the form-letter "template".  Although this "additional" information on each entry 
would therefore be "ignored" when generating this particular set of form letters, it is 
included for use in generating OTHER TYPES of "merge" products, as will be 
illustrated later in this issue. 
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 Entry # 1
company:  Marcus Advertising Corporation 
type:   firm 
equipment:  Oil Burners 
phone:   (516) 555-8823 
person:   Mr. George A. Thompson 
position:  Internal Services Manager 
extension:  (none) 
address line 1:  500 Claymore Drive 
address line 2:  Suite 315 
address line 3:  New Hyde Park, NY  11654 
greeting:  Dear Mr. Thompson: 
 Entry # 2
company:  Acme Machine Company 
type:   company 
equipment:  Gas Furnaces, Gas Jet Heaters 
phone:   (718) 555-1298 
person:   Mr. Albert Johnson 
position:  Building Engineer 
extension:  2158 
address line 1:  Plant Unit A 
address line 2:  816 Barklay Highway 
address line 3:  Brooklyn, NY  10101 
greeting:  Dear Mr. Johnson: 
 Entry # 3
company:  St. Martin's RC Church 
type:   office 
equipment:  Gas Water & Space Heaters 
phone:   (212) 555-6210 
person:   Reverend Charles P. Astor 
position:  Pastor of Estates 
extension:  (none) 
address line 1:  Rectory Office 215 
address line 2:  24-1 East 2nd Street 
address line 3:  New York, NY  10005 
greeting:  Dear Reverend: 
 Figure 1B 
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 Notice that the "template" shown in Figure 1A contains the various formatting 
specifications for the "form letter", in addition to the "common" text for the body of 
the letter. 
 
 For example, the "masthead" at the top has two different fonts (look-up this 
word in a computer dictionary if you do not fully understand it), and the main body 
text is in a different font from that used in the masthead.  Also included in this 
"formatting" would be the margins of the letter, tabs and justification, as well as the 
general positioning of the letter on the page. 
 
 The TEMPLATE is actually the "PRIMARY" SOURCE OF INFORMATION.  
It controls what the final product will look like, and in what way the information from 
any list will be "slotted" into the "blank lines" on the template when generating the 
finished products. 
 
 On the other hand, a LIST of particular information (as in Figure 1B) is often 
referred to as the "SECONDARY" SOURCE OF INFORMATION.  Unlike the 
"primary" source of information - the template - the information "LIST" controls  
ONLY information content and final product quantity. 
 
 In order to generate the FINAL PRODUCT, one would then "merge" the two 
sources of information shown in Figure 1A (the primary source) and in Figure 1B 
(the secondary source).  In the specific examples shown, this action would result in 
THREE (3) "PERSONALIZED" FORM LETTERS. 
 
 Note that in addition to the addressing and "greeting" on the form-letter, the 
"FILL-IN" portions of the TEMPLATE in Figure 1A (the primary source) include a 
tiny portion of the text itself.  In this example this would be defined as the "type" of 
organization being written to, meaning an "office", "firm", "company", etc. 
 
 Keeping that in mind, notice what SPECIFIC INFORMATION has been 
entered for each of the 3 ENTRIES on the LIST in Figure 1B (the secondary source) 
that will be used to fill-in the reserved slot called "type" on the template. 
 
 What this type of "information design" accomplishes, is to make each letter 
look less like a form-letter and instead appear more "personalized".  This is the kind 
of decision one has to make when defining and "designing" how to generate finished 
products with "MERGE" actions. 
 
 The following pages show the THREE (3) "PERSONALIZED" LETTERS that 
would be generated by "MERGING" the Figure 1A TEMPLATE (primary) for a 
"FORM LETTER" with the Figure 1B LIST of INFORMATION (secondary). 



 Figure 1C below shows the FINAL LETTER generated from the "MERGE" 
when the TEMPLATE (primary) in Figure 1A is "filled-in" with the SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION from Entry #1 of the LIST (secondary) in Figure 1B. 

 Alderman & Sons, Architects 
 1809 Astor Court, Suite 500 
 Barton Township, New York  10186 
 (718) 555-6210 
 
 
 May 18, 1999
Mr. George A. Thompson 
Internal Services Manager 
Marcus Advertising Corporation 
500 Claymore Drive 
Suite 315 
New Hyde Park, NY  11654 
 
 
Dear Mr. Thompson: 
 
 We are taking this opportunity to contact your firm in order to bring to your attention the newly 
released State of New York Building Code Statute Number 89A-772.  As you may well be aware, this code 
requires that ALL buildings within this state be equipped with "non-combustion type" equipment for 
providing heat, hot water and the like, and that this "changeover" MUST be completed no later than 
December 31, 2001. 
 
 In order to comply with this new statute, a building owner, manager, or superintendent is faced with 
not only having to remove the current equipment in use on their properties, but to research out, price, 
purchase and install adequate "replacements" that will comply with the new regulations. 
 
 Our firm SPECIALIZES in this type of conversion and installation, and would be happy to provide 
you with a complete Project Estimate, which would include: 
 
  !The various types of PRACTICAL heating replacements available, 
  !A complete ANALYSIS of your properties for heating requirements, 
  !An additional workout covering how to integrate heating with electrical, 
  !A detailed "battle plan", indicating the most cost effective SOLUTION. 
 
 We were one of the industry's FIRST innovators in the field of Alternate Solution Heating, and 
remain today one of its leaders.  In you are interested in making use of our experience and expertise to 
meet the new building statutes, we may be contacted by calling the special toll-free number we have set up
expressly for "Statute 89A" Compliances, which is 1-800-230-9000. 
 
 I will looking forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
        Sincerely, 
 
 
 
        Jonas Alderman, President 
 Figure 1C 
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 Figure 1D below shows the FINAL LETTER generated from the "MERGE" 
when the TEMPLATE (primary) in Figure 1A is "filled-in" with the SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION from Entry #2 of the LIST (secondary) in Figure 1B. 

 Alderman & Sons, Architects 
 1809 Astor Court, Suite 500 
 Barton Township, New York  10186 
 (718) 555-6210 
 
 
 May 18, 1999
Mr. Albert Johnson 
Building Engineer 
Acme Machine Company 
Plant Unit A 
816 Barklay Highway 
Brooklyn, NY  10101 
 
 
Dear Mr. Johnson: 
 
 We are taking this opportunity to contact your company in order to bring to your attention the newly 
released State of New York Building Code Statute Number 89A-772.  As you may well be aware, this code 
requires that ALL buildings within this state be equipped with "non-combustion type" equipment for 
providing heat, hot water and the like, and that this "changeover" MUST be completed no later than 
December 31, 2001. 
 
 In order to comply with this new statute, a building owner, manager, or superintendent is faced with 
not only having to remove the current equipment in use on their properties, but to research out, price, 
purchase and install adequate "replacements" that will comply with the new regulations. 
 
 Our firm SPECIALIZES in this type of conversion and installation, and would be happy to provide 
you with a complete Project Estimate, which would include: 
 
  !The various types of PRACTICAL heating replacements available, 
  !A complete ANALYSIS of your properties for heating requirements, 
  !An additional workout covering how to integrate heating with electrical, 
  !A detailed "battle plan", indicating the most cost effective SOLUTION. 
 
 We were one of the industry's FIRST innovators in the field of Alternate Solution Heating, and 
remain today one of its leaders.  In you are interested in making use of our experience and expertise to 
meet the new building statutes, we may be contacted by calling the special toll-free number we have set up
expressly for "Statute 89A" Compliances, which is 1-800-230-9000. 
 
 I will looking forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
        Sincerely, 
 
 
 
        Jonas Alderman, President 
 Figure 1D 
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 Figure 1E below shows the FINAL LETTER generated from the "MERGE" 
when the TEMPLATE (primary) in Figure 1A is "filled-in" with the SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION from Entry #3 of the LIST (secondary) in Figure 1B. 

 Alderman & Sons, Architects 
 1809 Astor Court, Suite 500 
 Barton Township, New York  10186 
 (718) 555-6210 
 
 
 May 18, 1999
Reverend Charles P. Astor 
Pastor of Estates 
St. Martin's RC Church 
Rectory Office 215 
24-1 East 2nd Street 
New York, NY  10005 
 
 
Dear Reverend: 
 
 We are taking this opportunity to contact your office in order to bring to your attention the newly 
released State of New York Building Code Statute Number 89A-772.  As you may well be aware, this code 
requires that ALL buildings within this state be equipped with "non-combustion type" equipment for 
providing heat, hot water and the like, and that this "changeover" MUST be completed no later than 
December 31, 2001. 
 
 In order to comply with this new statute, a building owner, manager, or superintendent is faced with 
not only having to remove the current equipment in use on their properties, but to research out, price, 
purchase and install adequate "replacements" that will comply with the new regulations. 
 
 Our firm SPECIALIZES in this type of conversion and installation, and would be happy to provide 
you with a complete Project Estimate, which would include: 
 
  !The various types of PRACTICAL heating replacements available, 
  !A complete ANALYSIS of your properties for heating requirements, 
  !An additional workout covering how to integrate heating with electrical, 
  !A detailed "battle plan", indicating the most cost effective SOLUTION. 
 
 We were one of the industry's FIRST innovators in the field of Alternate Solution Heating, and 
remain today one of its leaders.  In you are interested in making use of our experience and expertise to 
meet the new building statutes, we may be contacted by calling the special toll-free number we have set up
expressly for "Statute 89A" Compliances, which is 1-800-230-9000. 
 
 I will looking forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
        Sincerely, 
 
 
 
        Jonas Alderman, President 
 Figure 1E 
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 Merge Terminology 
 
PRIMARY FILE  "As previously stated, the merging process combines information 
from multiple sources into a single document.  The source that controls the merge is 
the primary file." (WordPerfect 5.2 Reference manual, p 321.)  In essence, this is the 
file that contains the "TEMPLATE" as described earlier. 
 
SECONDARY FILE  "The sources that provide text and information for the primary 
file can be secondary files...  "  (WordPerfect 5.2 Reference manual, p 321.)  This is 
the file that contains the LIST of "ENTRIES" as described earlier, with EACH entry 
containing SPECIFIC INFORMATION to be inserted in the "slots" on the template 
(primary file) in order to generate the set of final products. 
 
MERGE COMMAND or MERGE CODE  "Every merge requires a primary file.  
This file contains merge commands that direct the merge.  Some of these commands 
insert records from the secondary file, while others insert the date or print the 
document...  There are many merge programming commands you can use in both 
primary and secondary files to control and add flexibility to your merges."  
(WordPerfect 5.2 Reference manual, p 326.) 
 
RECORD  "The secondary merge file may contain many records (a record is a 
collection of related information).  Records are separated by the {END RECORD} 
merge command followed by a Hard Page Break.  The number of records in a 
secondary file is limited only by disk space, and each record can contain as much 
information as you like."  (WordPerfect 5.2. Reference manual, p 327.) 
 
FIELD  "The information in each record is divided into fields.  One field may contain 
a name, another field may contain a company name, and another field may contain an 
address.  These are the fields that are merged into a primary file.  During a merge, 
only those fields that have been requested by the primary file are merged." 
= 
"Fields within each record are separated by the {END FIELD} merge command and a 
Hard Return code." 
= 
"Never insert Hard Return codes between fields or records, or insert spaces between 
the last word in a field and the {END FIELD} command.  If you do, your merged 
documents may not look as you expect them to." 
= 
"You do not have to keep the same number of lines or words within each field.  For 
example, you might have two lines in the address field of one record and five lines in 
the address field of another record."  (WordPerfect 5.2 Reference manual, pp 327-
328.) 
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FIELD NUMBERS and FIELD NAMES  "Fields may be referenced by number or 
by name.  Fields are numbered from top to bottom in a record.  You can assign names 
to the fields by using the {FIELD NAMES} command that includes the names of the 
fields (in order) at the beginning of the secondary file.  For more information on the 
{FIELD NAMES} command, see Appendix L:  Merge Programming Commands. 
= 
As you move the insertion point to each field, the number or name of the field at the 
current insertion point appears on the status bar line.  You can temporarily clear the 
name or number from the status line by pressing Ctrl+Home. 
= 
While there is no limit to the number of fields allowed in a record, each record should 
contain the same number of fields, and each field should either contain the same type 
of information or remain empty.  If field 3 of one record contains a phone number, 
then field 3 of every record in that file should also contain a phone number -- or 
nothing at all (not even a space).  Even if the field is empty, it stills needs an {END 
FIELD} command."  (WordPerfect 5.2 Reference manual, p 327.) 
 
 MERGE COMMANDS Most Commonly Used in PRIMARY Files 
 
{FIELD}field~  "The {FIELD} command inserts the contents of the named (or 
numbered) field in the merged document or in another merge command. 
= 
"In the following example, the contents of the Name and Address fields in the current 
record of the secondary merge file are inserted in the letter. 
= 
 {FIELD}Name~ 
 {FIELD}Address~ 
 
 Dear {FIELD}~: 
= 
"If one of the fields in your secondary file happens to be empty, normally a blank line 
is entered in the merged document.  To omit the blank line, you can use the ? in the 
{FIELD} command in your primary file.  For example, you could use ? to replace the 
street address in a letter by entering {FIELD}2?~.  If no street address is available for 
a particular entry in the secondary file, then the line is omitted from the merged 
document.  However, the {FIELD} command with the ? should be at the end of the 
line.  Otherwise, everything after the ? on the same line will be omitted."  
(WordPerfect 5.2 Reference manual, p 701 and p 324.) 
 
{NEXT RECORD}  "The {NEXT RECORD} command moves the record pointer in 
the secondary file to the next record.  If it does not find the next record, it ends the 
merge...  "  (WordPerfect 5.2 Reference manual, p 711.) 
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 NOTE 
 
Unless specified otherwise during a WordPerfect MERGE operation, EACH 
generated "COPY" of the FINAL PRODUCT is the result of "inserting" ONE 
"ENTRY" (record of the secondary file) into the ENTIRE "TEMPLATE" (primary 
file).  In other words, the simplest form of merging inserts one merge secondary file 
record into an entire merge primary file "template" to produce one "occurrence" of the 
final product of the merge, unless directed otherwise by special merge commands 
designed for that purpose. 
 
The {NEXT RECORD} command would be one way to "specify otherwise".  For 
example, if one wanted to generate a "List Dump" printout of the contents of a 
Mailing List merge secondary file, and further, wanted more than one mailing list 
"entry" listed on "each page" of the List Dump, then the merge primary file 
"template" would have to be set up to insert the contents of more than one secondary 
file record on each page.  This is where the {NEXT RECORD} merge command 
would be used. 
 
 
 MERGE COMMANDS Most Commonly Used in SECONDARY Files 
 
{END FIELD}  "The {END FIELD} merge command signals the end of a field in a 
secondary file.  A Hard Return [HRt] is automatically inserted with this command to 
make the file easier to read."  (WordPerfect 5.2 Reference manual, p 700.) 
 
{END RECORD}  "The {END RECORD} command signals the end of a record in a 
secondary file.  A hard page break is inserted automatically with this command to 
make the file easier to read."  (WordPerfect 5.2 Reference manual, p 700.) 
 
{FIELD NAMES}name1~ ...nameN~~  "The {FIELD NAMES} command declares 
the names and the order of the fields in a secondary file.  Using this command in the 
secondary file allows you to reference the fields by name in a primary file.  
(Referencing fields by name in a primary file is usually much easier than 
remembering the order of the fields in the secondary file.) 
= 
"The {FIELD NAMES} command must be the first command in the secondary file.  
If the records have more fields than those declared in this command, additional fields 
are numbered.  When initially inserted, the command and field names are all on one 
line.  You may find it easier to read if you put each command on a separate line...    A 
Hard Page Code [HPg] is automatically inserted when you insert the {END 
RECORD} command."  (WordPerfect 5.2 Reference manual, p 701.) 



 Examples of WordPerfect Merge Files 
 
 Figure 2A below shows what a WordPerfect MERGE PRIMARY FILE would 
look like for the ONE-PAGE "FORM LETTER" example presented in Figure 1A.  
Notice that the "slots" depicted in the original example have been replaced with 
WordPerfect {FIELD} merge commands (also notice the ?'s). 
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 Alderman & Sons, Architects 
 1809 Astor Court, Suite 500 
 Barton Township, New York  10186 
 (718) 555-6210 
 
 
 May 18, 1999
{FIELD}person~ 
{FIELD}position?~ 
{FIELD}company~ 
{FIELD}address line 1?~ 
{FIELD}address line 2?~ 
{FIELD}address line 3?~ 
 
 
{FIELD}greeting?~ 
 
 We are taking this opportunity to contact your {FIELD}type~ in order to bring to your attention the 
newly released State of New York Building Code Statute Number 89A-772.  As you may well be aware, this 
code requires that ALL buildings within this state be equipped with "non-combustion type" equipment for 
providing heat, hot water and the like, and that this "changeover" MUST be completed no later than 
December 31, 2001. 
 
 In order to comply with this new statute, a building owner, manager, or superintendent is faced with 
not only having to remove the current equipment in use on their properties, but to research out, price, 
purchase and install adequate "replacements" that will comply with the new regulations. 
 
 Our firm SPECIALIZES in this type of conversion and installation, and would be happy to provide 
you with a complete Project Estimate, which would include: 
 
  !The various types of PRACTICAL heating replacements available, 
  !A complete ANALYSIS of your properties for heating requirements, 
  !An additional workout covering how to integrate heating with electrical, 
  !A detailed "battle plan", indicating the most cost effective SOLUTION. 
 
 We were one of the industry's FIRST innovators in the field of Alternate Solution Heating, and 
remain today one of its leaders.  In you are interested in making use of our experience and expertise to 
meet the new building statutes, we may be contacted by calling the special toll-free number we have set up
expressly for "Statute 89A" Compliances, which is 1-800-230-9000. 
 
 I will looking forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
        Sincerely, 
 
 
 
        Jonas Alderman, President 
 Figure 2A 

 



 Figure 2B below shows what a WordPerfect MERGE SECONDARY FILE 
would look like for the "MAILING LIST" example presented in Figure 1B. 
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{FIELD NAMES} 
company~ 
type~ 
equipment~ 
phone~ 
person~ 
position~ 
extension~ 
address line 1~ 
address line 2~ 
address line 3~ 
greeting~ 
~{END RECORD} 
===================================================================== 
Marcus Advertising Corporation{END FIELD} 
firm{END FIELD} 
Oil Burners{END FIELD} 
(516) 555-8823{END FIELD} 
Mr. George A. Thompson{END FIELD} 
Internal Services Manager{END FIELD} 
(none){END FIELD} 
500 Claymore Drive{END FIELD} 
Suite 315{END FIELD} 
New Hyde Park, NY  11654{END FIELD} 
Dear Mr. Thompson:{END FIELD} 
{END RECORD} 
===================================================================== 
Acme Machine Company{END FIELD} 
company{END FIELD} 
Gas Furnaces, Gas Jet Heaters{END FIELD} 
(718) 555-1298{END FIELD} 
Mr. Albert Johnson{END FIELD} 
Building Engineer{END FIELD} 
2158{END FIELD} 
Plant Unit A{END FIELD} 
816 Barklay Highway{END FIELD} 
Brooklyn, NY  10101{END FIELD} 
Dear Mr. Johnson:{END FIELD} 
{END RECORD} 
===================================================================== 
St. Martin's RC Church{END FIELD} 
office{END FIELD} 
Gas Water & Space Heaters{END FIELD} 
(212) 555-6210{END FIELD} 
Reverend Charles P. Astor{END FIELD} 
Pastor of Estates{END FIELD} 
(none){END FIELD} 
Rectory Office 215{END FIELD} 
24-1 East 2nd Street{END FIELD} 
New York, NY  10005{END FIELD} 
Dear Reverend:{END FIELD} 
{END RECORD} 
===================================================================== 
 Figure 2B 
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 What was an "ENTRY" in Figure 1B is now a "RECORD" in Figure 2B.  The 
end of each record is indicated by an {END RECORD} merge command, which 
automatically has a Hard Page code inserted after it (indicated by the string of ='s 
running across the entire "screen display" box). 
 
 Each "PIECE OF INFORMATION" from Figure 1B is now placed in a 
"FIELD" in Figure 2B.  The end of each field is marked by an {END FIELD} merge 
command, which automatically has a Hard Return code inserted after it. 
 
 The NAMES of the fields are "defined" in the {FIELD NAMES} merge 
command shown at the TOP of the merge secondary file.  The command is followed 
by an {END RECORD} merge code and a Hard Page code (automatically inserted by 
WordPerfect when one uses the {FIELD NAMES} merge command). 
 
 Using WordPerfect to "MERGE" the PRIMARY FILE in Figure 2A with the 
SECONDARY FILE in Figure 2B would yield the SAME results shown in Figure 
1C, Figure 1D, and Figure 1E, with each "PERSONALIZED FORM LETTER" 
placed in a SEPARATE PAGE within the "new document" generated by the 
WordPerfect "merge" function. 
 
 It is not the purpose of this issue to go into the specific commands needed to 
set up and implement a merge within WordPerfect.  That information can be found in 
the MANUALS referenced at the beginning of this issue. 
 
 
 KEOS Definition - The Merge "SERIES" 
 
 It has been found after completing work for a number of clients who require 
"merge" applications, that we MUST re-organize our thinking and actions when 
discussing work with clients, or when naming merge files on computer disks, 
especially if more than one merge is being set up and performed at the same time. 
 
 When a client has "multiple sets of merges" going all at once (which has 
happened a number of times), it can get quite difficult and confusing to keep track of 
it all, both on and off the computer.  To make this more manageable, the concept of a 
MERGE "SERIES" was implemented, then "piloted" over a number of months.  
Since that time, "merge jobs" for clients have been much easier to handle and keep 
track of. 
 
 A merge "SERIES" is defined here as "ONE MERGE SETUP" that may be 
REPEATED using the SAME MERGE PRIMARY FILE with MULTIPLE 
"OCCURRENCES" of the MERGE SECONDARY FILE associated with that merge 
primary file. 
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 An Example of  Concurrent Merge "SERIES" 
 
 Suppose our fictitious client, "Alderman & Sons, Architects", decides to have 
us do the following "ONGOING" MERGE-MAILING SERVICES for them: 
 
A. Mailings to "89A-772" new client PROSPECTS, which include: 
 
  ! A sales-pitch LETTER regarding "89A-772" as shown in Figure 2A, 
  ! An Avery #5163 Mailing LABEL for placement on 9"x12" envelopes. 
 
B. Mailings to "GENERAL RENOVATIONS" new client PROSPECTS, which 

include: 
 
  ! A sales-pitch LETTER regarding "RENOVATIONS" projects, 
  ! An attached "COMPANY PROFILE", which is always the same, 
  ! An Avery #5163 Mailing LABEL for placement on 9"x12" envelopes. 
 
C. Mailings to "NEW CONSTRUCTION" client PROSPECTS, which include: 
 
  ! A sales-pitch LETTER regarding "NEW CONSTRUCTION" projects, 
  ! An attached "COMPANY PROFILE", which is always the same, 
  ! An Avery #5163 Mailing LABEL for placement on 9"x12" envelopes. 
 
D. Mailings to EXISTING CLIENTELE eligible for the "20% DISCOUNT", 

which include: 
 
  ! An "announcement" LETTER, regarding the "20% DEAL", 
  ! A #10 ENVELOPE for mailing the letter (no attachments). 
 
 At barest minimum, one would need approximately EIGHT (8) different 
computer files on the client's disk, made up of primary files, secondary files, and 
individual files for "inserts" such as the "Company Profile" (an unaddressed item).  
Meanwhile, each time one communicates to the client, one has to very clearly 
differentiate as to which type of mailing is being discussed.  See the problem? 
 
 As if this was not enough, there is MORE "VARIATION" to this situation: 
 
THE CLIENT WANTS TO SEND EACH TYPE OF MAILING MULTIPLE 
TIMES, AND WANTS TO KEEP THIS UP OVER A LONG PERIOD OF TIME! 
 
 This means that EACH TYPE of MAILING will go out MORE THAN ONCE, 
and EACH TIME with a DIFFERENT MAILING LIST, as more of these lists are 
compiled by the client and given to us. 
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 EACH of the sets of mailings above would be ONE MERGE MAILING 
"SERIES", i.e.) the "89A-772 PROSPECTS" merge is "Series A", the "GENERAL 
RENOVATIONS PROSPECTS" merge is "Series B", and so forth. 
 
 The individual "mailings" would be ONE OCCURRENCE for that SERIES.  
So if the "Series A" merge mailing was done 3 times, each time with a different 
mailing list (secondary file), they would be "Series A, Occurrence (mailing list 
secondary file) # 1", "Series A, Occurrence # 2", and so on. 
 
 Meanwhile, Series B would have its own set of individual OCCURRENCES, 
and so would Series C and Series D.  Now you see the FULL tracking problem? 
 
 In order for our company to better track such a complex type of client, a 
method of easily numbering individual "occurrences" for different series of merges 
was worked out and "piloted" over a number of months to "get the bugs out".  This 
"system" of numbering makes use of the MONTH and YEAR of the individual merge 
"occurrence", as associated with a particular merge "series". 
 
 In particular, an individual merge mailing can now be identified using: 
 
  ! The MERGE SERIES - which is ONE LETTER; 
 
  ! The DATE of the MERGE SERIES "OCCURRENCE" - identified by 

the YEAR and MONTH during which the "occurrence" was done; 
 
  ! The NUMBER of the MERGE SERIES "OCCURRENCE" WITHIN 

that YEAR and MONTH. 
 
 For example, merge "Series A" is set up during 2/95, including inputting and 
merging List # 1 for 2/95, so that would be "SERIES A, LIST #1 FOR 2/95".  Then a 
week later, still in 2/95, List # 2 for Series A is inputted and the merge done, making 
that "SERIES A, LIST #2 FOR 2/95". 
 
 Then the 3rd list is inputted, but this time in 3/95, so instead of calling it "List # 
3 for Series A", we call it "SERIES A, LIST # 1 FOR 3/95". 
 
 Then the "4th" list is inputted, but since it is 3/95 and we already had a "#1" for 
3/95, we call it "SERIES A, LIST #2 FOR 3/95". 
 
 In other words, we RENUMBER OCCURRENCES FROM 1 WHEN A NEW 
MONTH BEGINS, THEN CONTINUING INCREASING THE INDIVIDUAL 
OCCURRENCE NUMBER UNTIL THE MONTH ENDS. 
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 Using the above EXAMPLE for "Alderman & Sons, Architects", here is how 
the their jobs might look, mapped out "blow by blow": 
 
2/18/95 – Series A Merge Mailing ("89A-772 PROSPECTS") is set up, and 

mailing list #1 for 2/95 inputted and the merge mailing done. 
 
2/28/95 – Series A mailing list # 2 for 2/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
3/10/95 – Series A mailing list # 1 for 3/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
3/20/95 – Series A mailing list # 2 for 3/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
  – Series B Merge Mailing ("RENOVATIONS PROSPECTS") is set up, 

and mailing list #1 for 3/95 inputted and the merge mailing done. 
 
3/30/95 – Series A mailing list # 3 for 3/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
  – Series B mailing list # 2 for 3/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
4/5/95  – Series A mailing list # 1 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
  – Series B mailing list # 1 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
4/10/95 – Series C Merge Mailing ("NEW CONSTRUCTIONS PROSPECTS") is 

set up, and mailing list #1 for 4/95 inputted and the merge mailing done. 
 
4/15/95 – Series A mailing list # 2 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
  – Series C mailing list # 2 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
4/25/95 – Series A mailing list # 3 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
  – Series B mailing list # 2 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
  – Series C mailing list # 2 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
5/5/95  – Series A mailing list # 1 for 5/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
  – Series D Merge Mailing (" CLIENT 20% DISCOUNT") is set up, and 

mailing list #1 for 5/95 inputted and the merge mailing done 
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 Naming Files on KEOS Disks for MERGE Jobs 
 
 If one understands the basic procedure for naming files, as covered in KEOS 
Hatting Issue 5-Dec-1994, "NAMING OF FILES ON KEOS DISKS", it should be 
fairly obvious that such a file naming system will NOT easily accommodate the 
amount of "variation" needed for MERGE JOBS. 
 
 Therefore, a SEPARATE FILE-NAMING PROCEDURE has been set up 
specifically and ONLY for used for WordPerfect "MERGE", using the following 
character combination: 
 "XXsyymm#" 
where: 
 
"XX"   – is any 2 character combination that identifies what is in the file, or 

the final product the file represents;  Allowable abbreviations are: 
 
     "AD" – An ADDRESS LIST, a merge SECONDARY, 
 
     "CO" – A CONTRACT - usually a merge PRIMARY, 
 
     "EN" – An ENVELOPE - usually a merge PRIMARY, 
 
     "LB" – A mailing LABEL - usually a merge PRIMARY, 
 
     "LD" – An individual "LIST DUMP" merge PRIMARY, 
 
     "LT" – A form LETTER - usually a merge PRIMARY; 
 
"s"   – is a letter (or number if preferred, but be consistent) identifying the 

MERGE SERIES, as described earlier in this issue; 
 
"yymm"  – is the numeric representation of the year and month of the DATE 

when the file was created, or to which the file's contents apply; 
 
"#"   – is a one-digit number identifying the MERGE SERIES 

OCCURRENCE within the above month & year, and applies 
mainly to merge secondary files, but could also apply to a merge 
primary file used for ONE MERGE OCCURRENCE ONLY, such as 
a "List Dump" primary used to "dump" out ONE LIST ONLY. 
- OR - 
ALWAYS set to "0" for MERGE PRIMARY FILES that apply to 
an ENTIRE MERGE SERIES (with exceptions noted above). 
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 Additional KEOS Standard Procedure for Merge File Naming 
 
 The 2-character abbreviations listed above ("XX") are those that have been 
used successfully in the recent past at King Enterprise.  Obviously, this suggested list 
will not cover every possibility that might be needed in the future. 
 
 Therefore, in ADDITION to the "standard procedure" covered in KEOS 
Hatting Issue of 5-Dec-1994, "NAMING OF FILES ON KEOS DISKS", it is also 
King Enterprise STANDARD PROCEDURE that:: 
 

IF ANY TYPE OF "MERGE FILE NAME" IS NEEDED THAT 
IS NOT COVERED IN THIS ISSUE, THEN IT IS OKAY TO 
MAKE-UP AND USE A "NEW" 2-CHARACTER 
ABBREVIATION FOR "XX", 

 
 - PROVIDED - 
 

THAT WHEN YOU USE A "NEW" ABBREVIATION FOR 
"XX", YOU DO IT CONSISTENTLY. 

 
 It would also be a wise idea to notify the Management of King Enterprise of 
any NEW ABBREVIATIONS that are consistently and frequently being used that are 
NOT ON THE ABOVE LIST, so that Management can "update" this issue. 
 
 
 Computer Disk Files for Merges set up Prior to This New Procedure 
 
 It is highly possible that while servicing older clients, you may run into 
previously stored computer disk files that were NOT named per the above system, 
since the new "merge file naming" system has only been in use since early 1995. 
 
 Your first inclination, when encountering one of these "older" merge files, 
would probably be to rename everything on the client's disk so it conforms with our 
latest procedure.  This might be a good idea, but as it takes time to do this, you should 
get any such "extra work" or "client disk re-organization" APPROVED by one of our 
Managers FIRST. 
 
 In any case, the various "LOGS" and notes kept for clients and projects should 
help clarify which file is used for what portion of any merge, even if the files had not 
been named per our latest procedures.  If not, then ASK FOR HELP! 
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 "Special-Purpose" Files on KEOS Disks for MERGE Jobs 
 
 Sometimes it is necessary to store a file on a KEOS Client Disk which really 
does not represent a specific request or product applicable to a specific time period.  
This "specialized" type of merge file is instead designed to be used again and again in 
order to help produce individual client-requested products. 
 
 Such disk files must, per KEOS STANDARD PROCEDURE, have their 1-8 
character NAMES begin with a "$", followed by an additional 1-7 characters. 
 
 "SPECIALIZED" MERGE FILES that might be created and stored on a KEOS 
client disk would include the following: 
 
 "$ADsFMT.WP" 
 
which would contain ONLY a {FIELD NAMES}name1~ ...nameN~~  MERGE 
COMMAND, which in essence provides the "field format definition" ("FMT") for 
ALL the address-list ("AD") secondary files to be used for MERGE SERIES "s", and 
is generally COPIED to produce new address-list merge secondary files 
("ADsyymm#.WP") for that merge series. 
 
 "$ADsBLANK.WP" 
 
which would include the same {FIELD NAMES}name1~ ...nameN~~  MERGE 
COMMAND as given in the "ADsFMT.WP" file, plus one or more "BLANK" 
ENTRIES ("BLANK"), and is generally used to generate "generic" copies of 
whatever final products are produced for MERGE SERIES "s" (such as an 
unaddressed #10 envelope which would only have the return address on it). 
 
 "$ADsSAMPL.WP" 
 
which is similar to the "ADsBLANK.WP" file, except that INSTEAD of "blank" 
entries, it contains a number of "SAMPLE ENTRIES" (either made-up or taken from 
portions of "live" data) that when merged with the primary file(s) for MERGE 
SERIES "s", will produce display or sample copies of what the FINISHED 
PRODUCTS will look like, which can then be shown to clients, etc. 
 
 "$ADsTESTn.WP" 
 
which is similar to the "ADsSAMPL.WP" file, but with "TEST ENTRIES" for "test-
run # n".  A number of these can be kept so that we can test-out certain merge 
situations or criteria, such as "the tightest-fit of the addresses on the mailing labels", 
or "the page-breaks of a contract with fill-in's of different lengths", etc. 
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 An Illustration of MERGE File Naming 
 Using the "Alderman & Sons, Architects" Example Given Earlier 
 
 The following pages refer back to the "multiple merge series" example given 
earlier in this issue, repeating each of the "steps" but this time showing the computer 
disk files that would be needed to support each stage. 
 
 
2/18/95 – Series A Merge Mailing ("89A-772 PROSPECTS") is set up, and 

mailing list #1 for 2/95 inputted and the merge mailing done. 
 
LTA95020.WP   – The merge primary file for the FORM-LETTER that is to 

be mailed to all prospects on applicable mailing lists. 
 
ENA95020.WP   – The merge primary file for a FORMATTED, RETURN-

ADDRESSED #10 ENVELOPE, which would be 
addressed for each personalized form-letter that is mailed. 

 
$ADAFMT.WP  – A "common usage" file containing the "format definition" 

(the "Field Names" merge command) for the various 
DATA FIELDS used in ALL the merge secondary files of 
Merge Series A.  It is used to create new merge secondary 
files without having to copy old files, etc. 

 
$ADATEST1.WP  – A set of test data for "test #1" for Merge Series A, which is 

used by our Word Processor staff to test out the formatting 
and "look" of finished letters and envelopes. 

 
ADA95021.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 1 of 2/95" for Merge Series A, which was used on 
2/18/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDA95021.WP   – A merge primary file that is merged ONLY with merge 

secondary file "ADA95021.WP", and which results in a 
"List Dump" for that mailing address list, a report that 
shows the content of that list, since sending the merge 
secondary file directly to the printer produces a useless 
print-out (try it sometime).  The client can use the resultant 
report to "proof" the content of the mailing list. 

 
NOTE: The above merge files would have been the result of "SETTING UP" the 

merge, then generating the 1ST MERGE MAILING. 
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2/28/95 – Series A mailing list # 2 for 2/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
ADA95022.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 2 of 2/95" for Merge Series A, which was used on 
2/28/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDA95022.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADA95022.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
NOTE: Before the "list #2 for 2/95" merge is done for the letters, the DATE is 

changed on the "LTA95020.WP" file, to be 2/28/95.  As the "Series A" 
continues, this procedure would be repeated.  Similarly, any format or text 
"adjustments" wanted by the client would be made in the same merge 
primary file for the letter (or envelope) BEFORE the "next" merge-mailing 
would be generated. 

 
 
3/10/95 – Series A mailing list # 1 for 3/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
ADA95031.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 1 of 3/95" for Merge Series A, which was used on 
3/10/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDA95031.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADA95031.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
 IMPORTANT NOTE  
 CHANGING OF THE CALENDAR MONTH DURING A MERGE SERIES 
 
 Since the CALENDAR MONTH has changed from the "ORIGINAL 
MONTH" (2/95) when "Merge Series A" was set up, the merge secondary files now 
have "9503" in their names, and so do the "individualized" merge primary files, such 
as the "List Dump" primaries. 
 
 However, for the "FIXED" merge primary files associated with this SAME 
merge series (the ones with the "0" in the 8th character position within the file name, 
such as the files for the letter and envelope), one uses a DIFFERENT PROCEDURE 
regarding their file NAMES when the calendar month changes. 
 
 The proper procedure is to RENAME ALL of the "FIXED" ("0") merge 
primary files for that MERGE SERIES each time the CALENDAR MONTH 
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CHANGES as compared the calendar month of the previous merge done (the 
"occurrence") for that same merge series. 
 
 This means, for EACH merge primary file for that merge series, that the 
SAME PHYSICAL FILE IS BEING USED CONTINUOUSLY, but it is simply 
being RENAMED whenever a new merge is being done (an "occurrence" for that 
series), AND the "current" calendar month is different than the calendar month of the 
previous merge that was done for that series (the previous "occurrence"). 
 
 The SAME PROCEDURE would be applied when the client wanted minor 
format changes or text adjustments to any one of the merge primary files of that 
SAME MERGE SERIES.  The new edits would simply be made in the SAME 
PHYSICAL FILE, which NO COMPUTER DISK RECORD kept of the "old version 
before the recent changes".  NO "OLD" COPIES are kept! 
 
 So the FILE NAME of a "0" merge primary file is "renamed" ONLY when 
their is a difference of calendar months between the "current merge" (occurrence) and 
the "previously done merge" (occurrence) for that SAME MERGE SERIES. 
 
 Using this procedure, the merge primary files for Merge Series A would then 
be RENAMED as follows when "merge mailing # 1 for 3/95" occurred: 
 
LTA95030.WP   – The NEW NAME of the ORIGINAL merge primary file 

for the "Series A" FORM LETTER, to be used during the 
calendar month of 3/95 for any Series A mailings. 

 
ENA95030.WP   – The NEW NAME of the ORIGINAL merge primary file 

for the "Series A" #10 ENVELOPE, to be used during the 
calendar month of 3/95 for any Series A mailings. 

 
NOTE: Remember, the above 2 files are the SAME PHYSICAL FILES that they 

were before 3/95.  They have just been RENAMED to reflect the "current 
month" within which additional merge-mailings are done for "Series A". 

 
 
3/20/95 – Series A mailing list # 2 for 3/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
ADA95032.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 2 of 3/95" for Merge Series A, which was used on 
3/20/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 
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LDA95032.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 
with merge secondary file "ADA95032.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
 
3/20/95 – Series B Merge Mailing ("RENOVATIONS PROSPECTS") is set 

up, mailing list #1 for 3/95 inputted, and the merge mailing done. 
 
LTB95030.WP   – The merge primary file for the FORM-LETTER that is to 

be mailed to all prospects on applicable mailing lists. 
 
ENB95030.WP   – The merge primary file for a FORMATTED, RETURN-

ADDRESSED #10 ENVELOPE, which would be 
addressed for each personalized form-letter that is mailed. 

 
$ADBFMT.WP  – A "common usage" file containing the "format definition" 

(the "Field Names" merge command) for the various 
DATA FIELDS used in ALL the merge secondary files of 
Merge Series B.  It is used to create new merge secondary 
files without having to copy old files, etc. 

 
$ADBTEST1.WP  – A set of test data for "test #1" for Merge Series B, which is 

used by our Word Processor staff to test out the formatting 
and "look" of finished letters and envelopes. 

 
ADB95031.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 1 of 3/95" for Merge Series B, which was used on 
3/20/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDB95031.WP   – A merge primary file that is merged ONLY with merge 

secondary file "ADB95031.WP", and which results in a 
"List Dump" for that mailing address list, a report that 
shows the content of that list, since sending the merge 
secondary file directly to the printer produces a useless 
print-out (try it sometime).  The client can use the resultant 
report to "proof" the content of the mailing list. 

 
NOTE: The above merge files would have been the result of "SETTING UP" merge 

"Series B", then generating the 1ST MAILING for that series. 
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3/30/95 – Series A mailing list # 3 for 3/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
ADA95033.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 3 of 3/95" for Merge Series A, which was used on 
3/30/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDA95033.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADA95033.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
 
3/30/95 – Series B mailing list # 2 for 3/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
ADB95032.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 2 of 3/95" for Merge Series B, which was used on 
3/30/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDB95032.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADB95032.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
 
4/5/95  – Series A mailing list # 1 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
LTA95040.WP   – The NEW NAME of the ORIGINAL merge primary file 

for the "Series A" FORM LETTER, to be used during the 
calendar month of 4/95 for any Series A mailings. 

 
ENA95040.WP   – The NEW NAME of the ORIGINAL merge primary file 

for the "Series A" #10 ENVELOPE, to be used during the 
calendar month of 4/95 for any Series A mailings. 

 
ADA95041.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 1 of 4/95" for Merge Series A, which was used on 
4/5/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDA95041.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADA95041.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 
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4/5/95  – Series B mailing list # 1 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
LTB95040.WP   – The NEW NAME of the ORIGINAL merge primary file 

for the "Series B" FORM LETTER, to be used during the 
calendar month of 4/95 for any Series A mailings. 

 
ENB95040.WP   – The NEW NAME of the ORIGINAL merge primary file 

for the "Series B" #10 ENVELOPE, to be used during the 
calendar month of 4/95 for any Series A mailings. 

 
ADB95041.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 1 of 4/95" for Merge Series B, which was used on 
4/5/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDB95041.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADB95041.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
 
4/10/95 – Series C Merge Mailing ("NEW CONSTRUCTIONS PROSPECTS") is 

set up, mailing list #1 for 4/95 inputted, and the merge mailing done. 
 
LTC95030.WP   – The merge primary file for the FORM-LETTER that is to 

be mailed to all prospects on applicable mailing lists. 
 
ENC95030.WP   – The merge primary file for a FORMATTED, RETURN-

ADDRESSED #10 ENVELOPE, which would be 
addressed for each personalized form-letter that is mailed. 

 
$ADCFMT.WP  – A "common usage" file containing the "format definition" 

(the "Field Names" merge command) for the various 
DATA FIELDS used in ALL the merge secondary files of 
Merge Series C.  It is used to create new merge secondary 
files without having to copy old files, etc. 

 
$ADCTEST1.WP  – A set of test data for "test #1" for Merge Series C, which is 

used by our Word Processor staff to test out the formatting 
and "look" of finished letters and envelopes. 

 
ADC95031.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 1 of 3/95" for Merge Series C, which was used on 
4/10/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 
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LDC95031.WP   – A merge primary file that is merged ONLY with merge 
secondary file "ADC95031.WP", and which results in a 
"List Dump" for that mailing address list, a report that 
shows the content of that list, since sending the merge 
secondary file directly to the printer produces a useless 
print-out (try it sometime).  The client can use the resultant 
report to "proof" the content of the mailing list. 

 
NOTE: The above merge files would have been the result of "SETTING UP" merge 

"Series C", then generating the 1ST MAILING for that series. 
 
 
4/15/95 – Series A mailing list # 2 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
ADA95042.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 2 of 4/95" for Merge Series A, which was used on 
4/15/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDA95042.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADA95042.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
 
4/15/95 – Series C mailing list # 2 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
ADC95042.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 2 of 4/95" for Merge Series C, which was used on 
4/15/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDC95042.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADC95042.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 
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4/25/95 – Series A mailing list # 3 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
ADA95043.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 3 of 4/95" for Merge Series A, which was used on 
4/25/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDA95043.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADA95043.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
 
4/25/95 – Series B mailing list # 2 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
ADB95042.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 2 of 4/95" for Merge Series B, which was used on 
4/25/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDB95042.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADB95042.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
 
4/25/95 – Series C mailing list # 2 for 4/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
ADC95042.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 2 of 4/95" for Merge Series C, which was used on 
4/25/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDC95042.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADC95042.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
 
5/5/95  – Series A mailing list # 1 for 5/95 is inputted and merge mailing done. 
 
LTA95050.WP   – The NEW NAME of the ORIGINAL merge primary file 

for the "Series A" FORM LETTER, to be used during the 
calendar month of 5/95 for any Series A mailings. 

 
ENA95050.WP   – The NEW NAME of the ORIGINAL merge primary file 

for the "Series A" #10 ENVELOPE, to be used during the 
calendar month of 5/95 for any Series A mailings. 
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ADA95051.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 
list # 1 of 5/95" for Merge Series A, which was used on 
5/5/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDA95051.WP   – The "List Dump" merge primary file that is merged ONLY 

with merge secondary file "ADA95051.WP", and which 
results in a "List Dump" for that mailing list. 

 
5/5/95  – Series D Merge Mailing (" CLIENT 20% DISCOUNT") is set up, 

and mailing list #1 for 5/95 inputted and the merge mailing done. 
 
LTD95030.WP   – The merge primary file for the FORM-LETTER that is to 

be mailed to all prospects on applicable mailing lists. 
 
END95030.WP   – The merge primary file for a FORMATTED, RETURN-

ADDRESSED #10 ENVELOPE, which would be 
addressed for each personalized form-letter that is mailed. 

 
$ADDFMT.WP  – A "common usage" file containing the "format definition" 

(the "Field Names" merge command) for the various 
DATA FIELDS used in ALL the merge secondary files of 
Merge Series D.  It is used to create new merge secondary 
files without having to copy old files, etc. 

 
$ADDTEST1.WP  – A set of test data for "test #1" for Merge Series D, which is 

used by our Word Processor staff to test out the formatting 
and "look" of finished letters and envelopes. 

 
ADD95051.WP   – The merge secondary file which contains "mailing address 

list # 1 of 5/95" for Merge Series D, which was used on 
5/5/95 (in the earlier example) to do a mailing. 

 
LDD95051.WP   – A merge primary file that is merged ONLY with merge 

secondary file "ADD95051.WP", and which results in a 
"List Dump" for that mailing address list, a report that 
shows the content of that list. 

NOTE: The above merge files would have been the result of "SETTING UP" merge 
"Series D", then generating the 1ST MAILING for that series. 

 This ends the example.  If this particular (fictitious) client wanted to continue 
sending out his "4 Advertising Campaigns" (client's viewpoint), the procedure for 
naming our computer disk files and organizing the merge mailings would follow the 
same pattern as covered above. 
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 Merges Performed as Part of Our Resume Service "Packages" 
 
 A DIFFERENT file-naming procedure has been set up for the naming of 
MERGE FILES associated with some of our RESUME SERVICE "PACKAGES", 
which will be covered in a SEPARATE PROCEDURE WRITE-UP that describes 
how to support our various "RESUME SERVICES". 
 
 
 Specific Commands in WordPerfect for Setting Up and Generating Merges 
 
 It is NOT the purpose of this issue to teach you the exact WordPerfect 
commands needed to actually set up a merge, input the data, and generate the final 
product.  THAT IS WHAT THE WORDPERFECT MANUALS, WORKBOOKS, 
AND TUTORIALS ARE FOR, so just "dig in" and look up the needed commands. 
 
 However, there are some guidelines that can assist you in finding and learning 
the WordPerfect commands applicable to their "MERGE" feature: 
 
A. Most of the WordPerfect commands that have to do with MERGES can be 

found in the "MERGE MENU" under the "TOOLS MENU" on your screen. 
 
B. Many of the WordPerfect MERGE commands have "short-cut" keyboard 

combinations, which are labeled on the SCREEN next to each merge command 
(in addition to being covered in the printed WordPerfect manuals). 

 
For example, one can use the keyboard or mouse to move from Tools to 
Merge to End Field in order to insert an End Field merge code into the text of 
a merge secondary file, or one can simply hold the ALT key down, hit the  
ENTER key, then release the  ALT key to obtain the same result. 

 
If you look on the WordPerfect screen menu for Merge, you will see this 
alternate key combination displayed next to the End Field item as Alt+Enter.  
You will also find this covered in various WordPerfect manuals, as well as in 
various online references in the WordPerfect Help menu. 

 
C. The "Bibliography" given at the beginning of this issue lists some specific 

sections from various WordPerfect manuals that have to do with MERGE.  It is 
STRONGLY SUGGESTED that you learn these materials if you have to use 
WordPerfect Merge as part of your job.  The LESSONS in the 
"WORKBOOK" are especially recommended. 
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NOTE:   As of the original writing of this issue, we are still using WordPerfect 
5.2 for Windows, and have not yet purchased and installed the newly 
released WordPerfect 6.1 for Windows.  Per preliminary feedback 
we have received, 6.1 is supposed to have many more "SCREEN 
HELP AND TUTORIAL" online aids. 

 
 
 Using the Merge Procedures in This Issue When Dealing With CLIENTS 
 
 The procedures developed within our company for handling merges is NOT 
limited to our own work or to simply naming computer disk files.  These concepts 
should also be employed when COMMUNICATING WITH CLIENTS. 
 
 In particular, the concepts of "SERIES" versus "OCCURRENCE" are 
especially useful in order to "teach" the client a way to express "what is wanted" 
when giving us individual "requests" for work. 
 
 For example, a conversation with Mr. Alderman of Alderman & Sons, 
Architects, might go something like this when first discussing the overall advertising 
project: 

 
Okay, Mr. Alderman,  you want to market your services to 4 different types of 
business:  the "89A" prospects, the "general renovations" prospects, the "new 
construction" prospects, and to those of your existing clients that qualify for 
your new "20% discount" deal.  Is that correct?  [He says, "Yes, just like that."] 
 
Then, for EACH TYPE of prospect or client, i.e.) each of the 4 marketing 
areas, you want to send a personalized form letter (dated, addressed, with the 
text itself slightly tailored) to different LISTS of companies that you will 
provide to us at different times, and have us generate the letters, envelopes to 
go with them, and then have us mail these "batches" of letters 1st class, 
correct?  [He says, "Correct."] 
 
Now, as I explained to you earlier, we call this a "merge" mailing, because for 
each "set" of letters, we "merge" the letter form with each mailing address list 
to produce the final batch of letters, then do the same thing to generate a batch 
of envelopes that are each addressed the same way the letters are.  You 
understand that, right?  [He says, "Yes, I do."] 
 
And if I understand you correctly, Mr. Alderman, these advertising mailings, 
even though geared to 4 different types of potential business, are going to be 
done "concurrently", meaning that we might get a specific request from you 
that says, 'Send the "89-A" letter to this latest advertising list of companies, 
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then send the "new construction" letter to this other list I just compiled, but I 
have nothing to send this week to the "general renovation" or "20% discount" 
group'.  Then a week later, you might want batches of mailings generated and 
sent to all 4 markets, then the following week just to 3 out of 4, and so on, each 
week just like that, correct?  [He says, "Correct.  I'll be contacting you every 1-
2 weeks.  Is that okay?  Can you handle it?"] 
 
Oh sure, we can handle that, no problem!  However, based upon our 
EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE doing "multiple-group merge mailings" like this 
one, we have found that it is best to use an "agreed upon" method of 
communicating back and forth between us, so that we can clearly understand 
each other when referring to the "20%-discount mailing that went out in the 
2nd week of 3/95", or the "89A mailing that went out in the 3rd week in 2/95", 
and not get all of it mixed up. 
 
This is especially true since you've mentioned to us that at a later date you will 
want us to go back and "pull up" the lists of names and the letter used for 
specific past mailings, so you can do an "advertising return analysis" to see 
how good a response you are getting from your mailings.  In order to properly 
and PROFESSIONALLY service you, we want to set up a "agreement for 
terminology", so that communication between us is concise yet clearly 
understood.  Does that make sense to  you?  [He says, "Yes it does, and I see 
what you mean about how complicated this could really get down the road."] 
 
Yes, you're right, Mr. Alderman, we have found from our own long experience 
that this kind of work can get quite complicated, especially when trying to 
differentiate between each TYPE of MAILING, versus each SPECIFIC 
MAILING that went out for EACH TYPE.  However, we have a very easy and 
practical procedure for solving this problem, and that is the following: 
 
(a)  Each TYPE of mailing that you want, i.e.) each of the 4 "groups" that 

you want to "target", we will refer to as a "SERIES", and when we refer 
to them in our communications, we'll assign then each a "letter", like 
"A", "B", "C", etc.  So, let's say, "Series A" might be your "89A" 
mailings, and "Series B" would be the "general renovations" mailings, 
and so on. 

 
(b)  Then for EACH "SERIES", we would refer EACH INDIVIDUAL 

MAILING as an "OCCURRENCE".  So the 1st mailing for the "Series 
A" type of letter would be "Series A, Occurrence 1".  Then the 2nd 
mailing of that same type of letter would be "Series A, Occurrence 2", 
and so forth. 
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(c)  Now, to make it even easier for you to keep track of the various mailings 
we are going to generate and send for you, we have a very simple way of 
referring to EACH "OCCURRENCE", besides just referring to each by 
"number". 

 
We have found from experience that most mailing clients tend to think in terms 
of WHEN their individual mailings go out.  So instead of just saying "Mailing 
#14 for the Series-A Letter", we include the CALENDAR MONTH when 
referring to each individual mailing, i.e.) "occurrence". 
 
So this last example I just gave you might then be referred to as "The 2nd 
Mailing in 5/95 of the Series-A Letter". 
 
You see how this works, Mr. Alderman?  ["I think so," he says.] 
 
Well, look at is this way.  All you have to remember to describe any particular 
mailing is: 
 
  ! which TYPE of letter is needed, i.e.) which "SERIES" of mailings, 
 
  ! within what CALENDAR MONTH is this mailing going out, 
 
  ! which individual MAILING LIST, i.e.) 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc., is this 

mailing for the CALENDAR MONTH, beginning each month back 
at "List # 1". 

 
Do you think you could easily describe any mailing we had done, or you want 
us to do, in those 3 basic terms, Mr. Alderman?  [He says, "Yes, I think I could 
handle that.  It seems easy enough, and will certainly make it less difficult 5 
months down the road to refer to our past mailings."] 
 
Great!  So let's first define which types of letters we are going to call what 
"series", i.e.) which is "Series A", which is "Series B", etc., and then we can 
begin setting this whole thing up. Okay?"  ["Sure," he agrees, getting all 
excited now, since he is anxious to get his mailing done.  "Let's get started!  
You guys really have it down to a "science", don't  you.  It's a good thing I 
decided to use your company...  "] 
 

 Get the idea?  Four or five months from now both you AND the client will be 
glad you took the time in the beginning to "think this out and organize it all" 
BEFORE you began discussing individual "details" about this or that letter, or this or 
that mailing list, etc.  It not only provides organization and efficiency, but it makes us 
look PROFESSIONAL in the client's eyes! 
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 Summary 
 
 A considerable amount of time and planning went into devising the concepts 
and procedures covered in this issue.  Most of these procedures were the result of a 
succession of "pilot projects" that took place over a number of MONTHS.  
Furthermore, since we began implementing this current system, we have received 
noticeably BETTER RESPONSE from our CLIENTS. 
 
 So if it is part of your job to do "merge work" or service "merge clients", do 
make it a point to learn, understand, and APPLY the concepts and procedures as 
covered in this issue.  Merge jobs are complex enough to design and keep track of, 
without having everyone in the office using a different method to handle a merge job 
and store its files on our client disks. 
 
 Also, this issue does NOT take the place of learning how to do a merge in 
WordPerfect.  That part is up to you, and the Bibliography references should help. 
 
 If you have questions, ASK a "Senior Word Processor" here who knows for 
sure how to do this kind of work.  If you have suggestions, propose them in writing to 
our Management, and if they agree, they'll have this issue "updated". 
 
 In the meantime...  "Happy Merging!" 
 
  
KEOS Technical Writer 
 
Approved by The Management of KEOS, Inc. 


